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BOOK REVIEWS 101 

by teachers in Tecamachalco, Puebla, who heeded local cultural values in 
constructing patriotic fiestas. 

However, as Eric Van Young points out in a penetrating commentary 
that itself covers important methodological terrain, only one article explicitly 
considers ethnicity as a factor in conditioning the practice of received cultural 
innovations. In an analysis drawn from diverse ethnographic accounts, Guy 
Thomson proposes some intriguing structural hypotheses to account for the 
different roles taken by twentieth-century brass bands in Zapotec, Tzotzil 
Maya, and Tarascan villages. That this consideration of local cultural 
variability should stand alone underscores a fundamental weakness in 
approaching Mexican history through comparative models forged from 
European cultural studies. Although the volume editors draw our attention to 
these models repeatedly in introductions to chapters, the experience of nation
building in ethnically and racially plural Latin America was profoundly 
different than that of revolutionary France. Also, because the failure of 
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century political leaders to engage all segments 
of society in the symbolic discourse on Mexican identity continues to impede 
the formation of a national consensus, we need to hear more clearly the full 
range of dissonant voices from the past. 

Judith Francis Zeitlin 
Department of Anthropology 

University of Massachusetts 
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